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Culture sharing set
during Indian week

Paul Meyer, an unidentified student cameraman and Dr. David Wallace have all beenmrnnf a
with
nm
in the Oregon Room of the College Center.
'
• i •

series of discussions and lectures on censorship within the media today The svrnDosium
three dates remaining, will be held on three successive Tuesdays, April 16, 23 and 30 at 7 -30

Censorship still with us

Panel explores problem
by JIM HEALY

censorship with us
today?
A panel discussion on the
freedom
to read
books,
newspapers and magazines was
held last Tuesday evening in the
Oregon room of the College
Center. The panel, made up of a
newspaper managing editor, two
professional librarians and a
humanities professor, was the
second-part of a five-part
"Symposium on Censorship"
series being held at the college.
The series is being conducted
under a grant from the Sperry
and Hutchinson Foundation, and
next Tuesday will be concerned
with "TV and Radio: Overt and
Covert Censorship of the In-TheHome-Media."
James G. Welch, managing
editor of the Capital Journal, said
Tuesday that within the last three
years his newspaper has had
more problems with loud
objections from readers than
with government censorship. He
explained some of the problems
of the shield law protecting

newsmen from divulging their
news sources, and said that the
two greatest censors with us
today are the people and the
government.
Monmouth public librarian
Virginia Gilles said that although
there has been a recent bookburning in North Dakota of
Slaughterhouse 5; she has not had
a request for two years to remove
a book from the shelves in the
local public library. She called
the attitude today "more
tolerant" than that of five years
ago but said there are still
subtle pressures surrounding the
censorship of books.

Dr. Joseph Soldati, assistant
professor of humanities, took a
more philosophical and historical
approach to the topic of cen
sorship. He said that censorship
is a "very old and ancient," and
is not "a 20th century
phenomena." Soldati traced its
beginnings from the Roman
Empire, and addressed himself
to the questions of "Who is the
Censor," and "What elements
make up the Censor."
Lind a Woods, Chairperson of
the "Intellectual Freedom
Committee" of Oregon Libraries,
gave some of the background on
library policy towards the buying
of books, and outlined the "extra
Censorship
within
the legal" pressure that is put on
children's section still is found, libraries today. She said that
and books that fall into the sex since the Supreme Court ruling
category still are called into last June, allowing local com
question at times. Mrs. Gilles munities to decide what is ob
saw some forms of censorship as scene, there have been problems
being the middle-class values in spots around the nation as to
that are reflected in what is just what is obscene and what is
represented, the popularity that not. Libraries have not been
determines whether a book is immune to this community
bought or not, and conventional pressure she said, and she ended
library hours that ignore the with the question of "do our
unconventional work schedule of freedoms depend upon the
some people.
prejudices of our neighbors."

A wide variety of activities
have been scheduled for "Indian
Culture Week", April 15-20 at
OCE. The week is being spon
sored by the Native American
Student Association (NASA).
One of the highlites of the week
will be an Indian feed featuring
deer stew and fry bread. The feed
is set for Saturday, April 20 in the
Coffee Shop from 12 noon to 4:00
p.m. It is free of charge, but
donations will be accepted by
NASA.
During the feed there will be
two fashion shows featuring
Indian and Eskimo dress. They
will be at 11:30 a.m. and 2:00
p.m.
Following the feed a Pow Wow
is scheduled from 5:00 until 11:00
in the evening. Two Pendleton
blankets will be awarded during
the Pow Wow. Tickets for a
chance to win the blankets are 25
cents each or five for a dollar.
They may be purchased in the
Student Service Center in the
College Center.
Beginning the week's activities

will be a trophy display of Indian
handicraft and artifacts. The
display will be upstairs in the
College Center from 8:00 to 4:30
p.m. all week.
On Tuesday a lecture and
demonstration from a Nafajo
silversmith are tentatively
scheduled in the Oregon Room.
Gilbert Walking Bull will lead a
panel discussion Wednesday in
the Oregon Room at 9 a.m. He
plans to discuss the problems of
the contemporary Indian.
A movie, "The American
Indian Influence on the United
States" will be shown twice on
Thursday in the Willamette
Room. Show times are 10-12:00 in
the morning and 3-5:00 that af
ternoon.
Gilbert Walking Bull will also
sing and give a lecture in the
Oregon Room Friday morning at
9:00.
The feed and Pow Wow will
conclude the week's activities.
Additional
information
is
available at the Student Service
Center, ext. 376.

Facts to be given
on incidental hike

Hearing dates have been set for
the proposed increase in the OCE
incidental fee rate. They are
scheduled for April 15, 17 and 18.
This is the first time that such
hearings have been conducted at
OCE. The purpose of the hearings
is to present the problem of the
fee increases to the students and
to receive some feedback.
The
administration
has
suggested that to keep programs
at their current level would mean
a four dollar per term increase in
incidental fees beginning next
fall.
The hearings are designed to
let students know about the effect
no increase would have on
programs, as well as the effect
the proposed increase would have
on the students. Also, some
The discussion was videotaped alternatives will be presented.
by the OCE TV production class,
Doug Yates (College Center
and is available for viewing in the
Ed Media center. About 40 people
attended
Tuesday
night's
discussion, which was moder
ated
by
Erhardt
Dort
The deadline for applications
mund, assistant professor of for the position of Student
history.
Assistant during 1974-75 in the
On succeeding Tuesday night s, Residence Halls at OCE is
April 16, 23 and 30, symposium tomorrow, with new applications
topics will be the censorship of available in The Cottage.
television and radio; censorship
Student assistant applications
of films; and the attitudes of the submitted to The Cottage prior to
law and public toward por February 15 will be retained and
nography.
those applicants will be
The series are open free to the considered for a student assistant
public, and begin at 7:30 p.m. in appointment within the next two
the Oregon room of the College weeks.
Any interested student of
Center.

Director), Dr. Livingston (P.E.
Dept. Chairman), John Sparks
(OCE Business Manager), Rick
Blanche (ASOCE President), and
Steve Lamb (ASOCE Senate
Chairman) will be the main
speakers.
The dorm meeting will be
Monday, April 15 in Dining Room
2 of the Dining Commons.
Commutors will meet Wed
nesday, April 17 in Putnam Hall
at Willamette University in the
Autzen Senate Chambers. The
meeting for off campus students
is set for Thursday, April 18 in the
Oregon Room of the College
Center. All meetings are
scheduled for 7:00 p.m.
Additional information
regarding the hearings may be
obtained from the Student
Government Offices in the
College Center.

S.A. positions still available

Three of the panelists from last Tuesday's "Symposium on
Censorship," who discussed the freedom to read within the printed
media. Left to right are Erhard Dortmund, Dr. Joseph Soldati and
Virginia Gillis, Monmouth public librarian,

sophomore, junior or senior
standing, with a 2.50 (or higher)
cumulative GPA may apply.This
year there are ten student
assistants living in the dor
mitories, with a ratio of about one
S.A. per fifty students. Student
assistants are hired for the full
nine months of the school year,
are paid $675, and become part of
the student personnel staff.
Contact Dean Phyllis Griffith,
107 The Cottage, ext. 221 for
further information.
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Visit the cande shop
in Rickreall and
experience creativity,
page 6

Women's track show
strong start. . .page 11
Anne Murray makes her
OCE debut next Tuesday,
don't miss it. . .page 9

Dig

little
a deeper

Incidental hike
The current proposal to raise incidental fees next year
by $4 raises two questions. Do we want to pay more for
our education and maintain incidental progams at
current levels or do we want to pay the same and face
budget cuts that could be extensive?
Right now we are paying $24 a term for incidental
fees. Fro that money such things as the College Center,
ASOCE, part of the athletic program and activities such
as band, choir and drama are funded.
The reason for the possible hike in fees can be blamed
on rising costs and falling enrollment. After observing
what the economy has been doing recently it doesn't
make sense to expect incidental services at OCE to
continue at current levels with the same or even smal ler
budgets next year.
Fortunately students will be given a chance to hear
the reasons for the proposed increase and to find out
about some of the alternatives available. Hearings have
been set up by ASOCE in the dorms, in Salem and in the
College Center to help explain the situation to all
students.
A $4 per term or $12 a year increase doesn't seem that
unreasonable. Tuition has already been raised five per
cent for next year and seems only logical that if the costs
associated with tuition increase so will those with in
cidental fees.
It hasn't been announced yet what budgets will be cut
or how much they will be cut. The ASOCE Financial
Board is currently holding their budget hearings with Letter to the president
the caution that cuts could be large.
The following is a letter which
If incidental fees aren't raised those threatened was sent to the President on
budget cuts will most certainly materialize. It will be a January 27th, the day that the
difficult decision to decide who gets less money or vigil around the White House
to remind the public
perhaps no money at all. Certainly all of the services commenced
that all the POW's are not home.
provided by incidental fees are important and everyone The vigil still continues.
will suffer from cutbacks in these programs.
Right now the thing to do is attend the hearings set up Dear President Nixon:
It now has been one year since
for the benefit of the students and get the facts. The
dates and times of those hearings are listed on page one the signing of the Paris Peace
Agreement and Hanoi has yet to
of this issue.
comply with the accounting of
We have the choice of digging a little deeper into our our Prisoners of War and Missing
pockets and preserving what we have or we can lose in Action. We know you are
part of it. Which will it be?
aware of and sympathize with the
continuing burden of grief borne
Dick Soules
by the families of these men.
lamron 2 editor
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On the comeback trail

POW-MIA families request
meeting with Pres. Nixon

Freedom's essence

Personal Liberty
Economic freedom.
Liberty

.an integral part of our Personal

Recognizing that the solution to
this problem does not lie in the
use of military force, the only
hope left is the pressure of world
opinion. A visible and vocal show
of support from our government
is imperative if we are to reach
our common goal-the accounting
of our POWs and MIAs.

the press. We reiterate that it is
Hanoi who must be held
responsible for a just and proper
accounting. Thus, it is not our
purpose to accuse or condemn
our President.
Some time ago, you reminded
the American people that the
POWs and MIAs must not be
abandoned. Our mission seeks to
alert them to the fact that the fate
of our loved ones has not been
resolved and that you reaffirm
your pledge that our country
cannot and will not forsake these
men.
In this may be accomplished in
an orderly fashion, we have
chosen six spokesmen to
represent us in this discussion. In
order that the families may all be
contacted, we request at least ten
days notice of the meeting date.
Your compassion for our year
of waiting has long been
acknowledged. Thus, we know
We are requesting that a one you will not prolong our vigil.
hour meeting be held in the White
House, open to all POW / MIA
The Voice of
family members and members of
POWs and MIAs.

In this regard, we have
exhausted every effort to obtain a
meeting with you. Reluctantly,
we have had to resort to main
taining a vigil around the White
House. This vigil consists of two
campers displaying signs to
remind the public that all men
who are listed as POW did not
return. Mrs. Ann Hart MIA wife
from Florida, and her six
children will live in one for a
week if necessary. The other
containing
Mrs.
Earlyne
Thomas, MIA wife from
Missouri, her two-year old
daughter, and Mrs. Alice
Duckett, MIA mother from
Georgia, will continue the vigil
until you recognize that a
meeting with POW-MIA families
will be a signigicant step in
demonstrating to Hanoi that we
do not stand alone.

lamron 2: the people's forum

Those most zealous in guarding our freedoms are
usually the first to advocate the elimination of economic
freedom. They often discuss personal liberty: freedom
of speech, of the press, of personal behavior, all man's
To the Editor:
non-economic freedoms.
A lot of talk has been cir
When it comes to economic freedom, however, these culating
on campus concerning
same defenders of liberty are in favor of replacing the lack of communication
freedom with rigid controls. The question, however, between ASOCE
(student
then arises: How long can man's non-economic government) and the student
freedoms exist in a society which denies man his population itself. Between now
and April 15 the students of OCE
economic freedom?
In a society, in which the state controls all the means can do their part and help build
OCE by applying for an OCE
of production, employment and income, hence food, Senatorial position.
shelter and clothing, individual liberty and personal
freedom are mere high-sounding phrases with no
substance. Such a system, which makes me dependent
on the state or the basic necessities of life, prevents man
from exercising other freedoms.
Economic freedom can only exist in a society in which
the state's sole function is to prevent men from using
force against each other. The state does so by
establishing and enforcing rules that guarantee a
ASOCE senate elections are
peaceful way of settling disputes among its citizens.
coming up April 25 and 26. Ap
It is when state control is at a bare minimum that plications can be picked up in the
economic freedom can thrive.The case for such freedom student government office.
rests on the fact that it is consistent with man's essential Thirty positions will be up for
election. Positions are available
nature. Economic freedom cannot produce a perfect for students from all areas.
society. . .this point is conceded. . .but it can create an
Any interested student may be
environment in which man can act in his own chosen
way, search for his own purpose in life, and in which he a senator. Positions are available
in any of these areas: social
can enjoy the pleasure of his own successes and ac science (2), education (2),
complishments, and bear the agony caused by his own physical ed. (2), art (2), music
errors. This is the essence of freedom.
(2), math-science (2), humanities
(2), corrections (2), dorm, ( 6 ) ,
Melisa McFie
and off-campus (7). Applications
lamron 2 assoc. editor
Page 2

Get involved

The best way to change things
is by working within the system.
Join the Senate. It's STUDENT
government, by the students, for
the students. We need people who
are responsible and willing to
work. It won't be easy. We have
lots to do.
The Senate is one branch of
student government that can
make things happen. One of the
best things the students did was
to work to get the new Fine Arts
building. Senatorial elections are

Thirty positions open
in Senate elections

scheduled for April 25 and 26.
Applications are available in tn
student government office in tn
College Center. There will ne
upwards of some thirty opening
in the Senate for next yearDecide what you want, tne
come work for it.
Sincerely,
Ruth Odegaard
Senate Chairperson
1974-75
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should be picked up right away.
They will be due in the student
government office, SPO No. 4 or
SPO No 14 on April 15.
The polls will be open 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the College Center and
the NPE. They will also be open 5
to 6:30 in the food service
building on April 25.
Anyone interested and seeking
further information should
contact Larry Tucker or Dan
Christensen in the student
government office.
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members

Suggestions needed

sought by

People Place
to reorganize

Collecto Coeds
by

SUE STRONG

Coeds is a women's
Coilecto service organization
r"'e main purpose in mind;
with„, ve the
me campus and comr
v This has been done by
ndonity- -various events,
Helping
cnrine dances and providing
sp0 happiness to other in rest
and at Fairview.
^llecto members are at least
term freshman who are
fe"
join the organization
in
they have GPA's of at
cff
^1aqCI
the fiveI
25 and display
(X
p
Characteristics of a good
member; character, courage,
, tv cooperation and service.
Sfcl'ub traditionally pledges
« a vear during fall and
MCe
terms, but this year,
will be just this term.
Pledging was traditionally a
L when the pledges (new
members) went through a series
Tarnations as dressing up in
a week
different costumes for
tor a
• • =— various good deeds for
Ufsand old members. This got
Lhe a bit much, so the pledging
Itivities have been toned down
and are now aimed at making the
- 1 welcome and become
cauainted with other members.
In past years, Collectos has
sponsored the Sadie Hawkins
Day dance on Halloween and the
Sweethearts Ball on Valentine's
Day, but due to low finances,
these„ have been discontinued.
" the members have helped
with Preview Day, Mom's Day,
Dad's Day, Alumni Day and the
Blood Drive,
t Unfortunately, Collectos is now
being plagued with apathy as so
many other clubs on campus are.
It's very hard to do activities
without active members. One or
two people just can't do it.
Collectos will start pledging
next week so the club may exist
next year. Any girl who meets the
requirements and is interested in
learning more about Collectos,
call president Jan Nakata at 8381948 or leave a note in SPO 73.

The People Place-Help Center
has been in existence for nearly
four years. It's two main func
tions are as an informationreferral center, and crisis in
tervention center. It also serves
as an informal drop-in center
where a person can get together
with others and talk about
whatever interests them.
The People Place-Help Center
is open seven days a week:
Sunday through Thursday, 7 to 12
p.m., and Friday and Saturdav
from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. It is
located north of Swindel Hall,
downstairs from OSPIRG.

The People Place, located across from Arby Hall, is a good place
to stop and talk. Drop in and air your problems.

The newly-elected board of
directors of the People PlaceHelp Center are administratively
re-organizing the People Place in
order to better serve the
students. However, in order to
know how to best serve the
students, they must first know

what kinds of services they need.
Any
criticisms
and /or
suggestions would be more than
welcome. It's your organization,
you pay for it, so why not use it to
its fullest extent?
The People Place needs
volunteers Who are willing to go
through approximately 20 hours
of training (worth 2 elective
credits!), and who are willing to
donate 5 hours per week in
volunteer service.
Be sure to check your SPO
boxes for
People
Place
propaganda! Training will begin
on Wednesday April 24. If you are
interested, please put a note in
SPOs 757, 108, or 1151, or drop by
the Helj5 Center some evening.

Meditation lectures scheduled
Students International
Meditation Society, as part of
their continuing non-profit
educational program, will be
presenting a free introductory
lecture on the natural, effortless,
non-religious mental technique of
Transcendental Meditation. The
lecture will be given this coming
Wednesday evening, April 17, at 8
p.m., at OCE College Center,
Willamette Room.
Teachers of Transcendental
Meditation and those who
practice
it,
say
that
Transcendental1 Meditation
(TM,), as taught by maharishi
Mahesh
Yogi,
expands
awareness, develops clear
thinking and perception, and
provides deep rest-resulting in
my dynamic activity and full

d 26.

in the
n the
11 be

expression of creative in that Transcendental Meditation
telligence in daily life, when produced a profound inte
practiced 15-20 minutes twice grated state of deep rest for the
daily.
entire physical nervous system, a
This last statement is backed rest which is, by degree, twice
by scientific research done on the the level of rest gained during
physiological and biochemical ddep sleep. While the body is
changes brought about during the taking deep rest the person
minute
period
of practicing TM remains wide
15-20
meditation, and also the scien awake and very alert. Tests done
tific research done on the on brain wave patterns prove
psychological, and sociological that one not only maintains
effects brought about through the awareness during TM, but in fact
regular practice of TM. Teachers is more alert than during the
of TM say that Transcendental normal waking state.
Meditation is a practical
Some of the psycological and
technique, based on verifiable,
scientifically validated prin sociological findings indicate that
cipals. The scientific research those practicing Transcendental
done
on
Transcendental Meditation exhibit greater ac
Meditation has been conducted ceptance of self and of others,
and is being conducted at over 40 more tolerance, greater spon
of the world's leading research taneity and expressiveness,
institutes and universities, such increased learning ability and
as: Harvard Medical School, The faster reaction time, and also a
Hartford Institute of Living, marked decrease in the need for
University of Cologne in Ger prescribed drugs and the use of
many, Stanford
Research non-prescribed drugs.
Institute, and UCLA Medical
For
more
information
School.
contact:
SIMS-IMS
378-0764,
1025
The over-all physiological and
biochemical findings indicate 19th St., N.E., Salem, Ore. 97301.

PERB hearing
postponed
The
Public
Employee
Relations Board (PERB) hearing
on OCE collective bargaining
petitions has been postponed. The
hearing was to have been held at
10 a.m. Wednesday, April 10.
The hearing officer informed
interested parties Monday that
the PERB now intends to hold a
state-wide hearing involving all
petitioners on all campuses,
except SOC at a later date.
The interested parties in the
collective bargaining process will
be notified as soon as a new
hearing date and place have been
established.

Symposium on
violence set

The
controversies
over
programming of children's
television programs and violence
on television will be discussed at
Oregon College of Education
Tuesday, April 16, as a sym
posium on censorship continues
at the college.
A panelist will be Norman
Nelson, Hollywood, CBS-TV vice
president for program practices.
Nelson has just completed
compiling a statement on
programming content for the
Senate Television Committee
which is looking into television
programming practices.
From
The five-part symposium on
censorship is sponsored by a
grant from the S&H Foundation,
Reservations Must Be Made
Inc. The topic Tuesday night will
65 Days In Advance Of Departure
be "Television and Radio: Overt
Contact Tom Driscoll
and Covert Censorship of In-the3003 Grant Ave., Corvallis — Ph. 752-0027
Home Media."
OCE Director of Special
Programs David
Wallace
described Nelson as being "up to
his neck in the question of prior
•LOOK AT THIS!
censorship." Nelson will fly from
The
hottest
sticker
on
the
market.
It's original.
new
Hollywood
to
Monmouth
especially for the sumposium.
He will share the platform with
Victor Ives, radio KEX program
manager, and Julius Moreland,
KOIN-TV Program manager.
Richard . Meyer,
assistant
professor of humanities, will be
A beautiful 4 x 12 sticker in four colors and remember it's the moderator.
The discussion will begin at
the first and original keep on streaking stickers.
7:30 p.m. in the College Center
coffee shop.
Send 50jfntt®mat.|ona| Advertising Agency
All five sessions of the sym
posium are open to the public
3723 Catherine Street
questions of censorship of movies
Shreveport, Louisiana 7UUV
and of pornography will be the
(Dealer Inquirer Welcome)
subject of panel discussions on
STATE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
April 23 and 30, respectively.
Lo,s
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On campus . . .

Gubernatorial race: name your choice
by NANCY BARTOSZ
and KENN LfcHTO
Photos by VALCAMP
Hi, it's us again - your friendly
roving reporters and lighteningquick photographer. This week
we scoured the College Center
looking for politically-minded
people to ask their opinions of
Oregon's gubernatorial race.
The survey might have been
premature since the primary
election isn't until May, but we
figured that somebody ought to
start looking into- the host of
candidates that are in the run
ning The Democrats have Jim
Redden, Betty Roberts and Bob
Straub while the Republicans
have Victor Attieyh and Clay
Meyers running for the office.
So here are the answers we got
when we asked "Who do you
think will win Oregon's guber
natorial race and why?"

Democratic nomination but he
won't win the general election
because he's a born loser. I think
Clay Meyers will be the next
governor because of
his
background and because he's
conservative. People like con
servatives.
The other candidates aren't as
well-known as Clay Meyers. He's
been in the limelight as Secretary
of State for awhile and people will
Terry Wall (senior) - "Robert vote for someone who's
Straub will probably win the experienced inpolitics like he is."

Bob Speckman (senior) - "Vic
Attiyeh will. I've met him a
couple of times and I liked him.
He's a good guy.
I like Betty Roberts too. She
seems intelligent and she's ar
ticulate. But I wouldn't vote for
her, I'd vote for Attieyh."

I'd probably vote for Meyers,
he seems more honest. Straub is
Lowell Stuzman (senior) - "I honest too - he's not too bad. I'd
think Clay Meyers will win have to look at their backgrounds
because he's well-known and he's more carefully."
been in office, serving with the
governor. I'm not sure that he's
the most qualified man, but I
think he's the one that will win."

News Synopsis
Compiled by TIM PETSHOW
New and intriguing developments have sprung up in the Patricia
Hearts kidnapping case. Was the Berkeley coed a "closet radical" and
did she arrange for her own kidnapping by the Symbionese Liberation
Army? A lengthy tape recorded message was sent to radio station
KSAN last week in which Miss Hearts denounced "the corporate state
and bourgeois values." Was the tape and an accompanying photo of
Miss Hearst dressed in combat fatigues and toting a rifle genuine? Her
father, William Randolph Hearst, suggests brainwashing tactics were
used by the SLA. A giveaway food program that was undertaken as a
condition for Miss Hearst's release was both inefficient and inef
fectual.
President Nixon is still a major news item and his evergrowing
number of critics have apparently moved him to pay some $467,000 in
back taxes. Nixon attended an impromtu summit meeting in Paris last
weekend and attended memorial services for the late French
president Georges Pompidou. The latest Gallup Poll shows the
President's popularity holding at 23 per cent. His latest political move
was an obvious attempt to win increased support from organized
labor. Nixon okayed an increase in the minimum wage law, virtually
the same measure he vetoed last year. The new provision raised the
minimum hourly wage from $1.60 to $2.00 effective May I.

Bob Marsh (senior) - "Straub
will
win
the
Democrat
nomination and Meyers is going
to winthe Republican and Straub
will win the general election.
Straub will win because, except
for the party label, he's very
similar to To m McCall. And Clay
Meyers is a typical J.C. (Junior
Chamber of Commerce) - a lot of
talk but no action.
Straub has been identified with
environmentalists and the labor
market. He also has the ad
vantage of not being an incumben. If a Democrat will ever
win the governorship, 1974 is the
year he will do it."

Beth Howard (sophomore) - "I
think Clay Meyers will win the
governor race because he's been
in office a long time and people
know his name. I think people
will vote for him because he's
been involved with the activities
at the state capital.
Meyers likes to identify with
people. I've been in his office and
talked to him and he seems like a
really good guy. He just likes
people."
Robert Ault (junior) - "Either
Straub or Meyers will take it.
Their names are bigger and
they've probably got more
influence in the state and more
contacts with people that can
help them. That's the way politics
go-

Sue Peters (sophomore) - "I
think it will be a really close
race.I can't really say who would
win, they're all prominent peole.
I don't think any one candidate
will take a majority vote because
they're all so diversified and
well-known."

Carol Phillips (sophomore)
'Robert Straub. I like him better
than Meyers, but I'm not sure
why. I think part of the reason
he'll win is because he's a
Democrat. Republicans in other
states don't seem to be winning
any major government offices.

i
On the international scene it is business as usual for war torn Israel,
Syria, Cambodia, the British Isles and Ethiopia. Terrorist bombs
exploded in the industrial cities of London, Manchester and Bir
mingham. Cambodian insurgents continued their attacks on govern
ment outposts -- the latest attack claimed 400 civilians either killed,
wounded or missing. And the Israeli-Syrian conlict has intensified -thirty straight days of artillery fire has been reported on the Golan
Heights.
The Soviet Union has reported that a landing capsule descending
through the thin atmosphere of Mars last month recorded a major
atmospheric component, supporting the view that the planet could
once have supported life forms and may do so again.
On the local scene, Spokane's Expo *74, originally conceived as a
trade exposition and a summer-long tourist attraction, is becoming a
socio-political issue as well. Billed as the Environmental Fair, several
environmentalists have made headlines by denouncing the profitmotivated businessmen who are exhibiting at Expo. A Sierra Club
spokesman said that no so-called environmental group could either
afford to or wanted to sponsor a display.

i
i
i
i
i

,v
«

Bmtimntal
ITrallways•
easiest travel on earth

For Information Call
Continental Trailways —363-3815
645 Chemeketa St.
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Steal 14 days free rent

i
i

i
i
i
i
i

i
i
i
i

i

Five - Star
Luxuiy Service

RIP US OFF

i

by renting any one
of the following apartments -Maple Court
331 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Dan Palmer
Apt. No. 13 - Phone 838-1525

i
i
i
i
•
•
i
i
•
i
•
i
•
i
•

Walnut Court
270-280-290 S. Warren
Mgr.: Dan Powell
Apt. No. 12 - Phone 838-2145

Windjammer North

Sunrise

180 W. Ackerman
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Gary Stevens
Apt. No. 20 - Phone 838-3398

339 - 365 W. Jackson
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Richard Densmore
Apt. No. 9 - Phone 838-2728

Kingston

I
Parkplace & BoardwalM

220 - 240 S. Knox
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Dan Becker
Apt. No. 1 - Phone 838-4737

272 - 292 S. College
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Terry Bonnet
Apt. No. 20 - Phone 838-4524

Honeycomb
Windjammer South
471 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Chris Vogel
Apt. No. 18 - Phone 838-5047

164 S. Catron
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Dan Becker
Apt.: (Kingston No. 1) - Phone
838-4737

Lexington & Roanoak

I

J
j
I

It
I

53 W. Gentle
Monmouth, Ore.
Mgr.: Stuart Gourley
Apt. No. 32 - Phone 838-3485

l
I
To qualify, simply sign our lease for April and May, pay rent for April and I
May, and receive from June 1 to June 14 Absolutely Free!
|
There are a limited number of vacancies so act now.
lam ron

KONICA

UNICOLOR

TAMRON

CANON

FUJI

KONICA

SIMMON

OMEGA

KONICA

SIMMON

OMEGA

GOSSEN

UNICOLOR

TAMRON

CANON

Ful

plpteo
SAVE A SMILE FOR
YOUR TOMORROWS
...with

THE FIRST ANNUAL

Kodak
Pocket SMILE SAVER Kit]
Stop in and see th^ complete camera

>

outfit for Smile"Saving
It includes

+

Factory Representatives will be on hand in all stores to
demonstrate their products.

Kodak pocket
Instamatic' 10 camera
Camera case
Three magicubes

FREE FUJI COLOR FILM with every $1000 purchase
11 X 14 Color Enlargementwith every *100 purchase

KODACOLOR II Film
Instruction book
And a print frame
Save a Smile tod.iv

Reg. $29.95

Free Camera
Inspection

UNICOLOR

Will be done by our
own in-house camera
repair expert.

Demonstrations
of Custom
Movie Cameras

Seminar will begin promptly at
times belowFree Blaek & White Paper Samples

Monmouth
Tigard
Gresham
Newberg

Wed. April 17, 7:30 p.m
Thurs. April 18, 7:30 p.m
Fri. April 19, 2:00 p.m
Fri. April 19, 7:30 p.m

Color Enlargement
from

Negatives or Slides

Tigard
Gresham
Monmouth
Newberg

Instamatic
Owners

5 X 7

See a demononstration of the new CANON
systems of photography including the new
F 1, considered by many to be the finest
camera in the world today!

ALL DAY

DON'T MISS THIS !
Wed. April 17
Thurs. April 18
Fri. April 19
Sat. April 20

CANON

SANKYO

Beginning Color Seminar

Wed. April 17
Thurs. April 18

ALL DAY
Gresham
Tigard

Fri. April 19
Sat. April 20

Newberg
Monmouth

Wed. April 17
Thurs. April 18
Fri. April 19
Sat. April 20

See the exciting possibil
ities available from Fuju
color and black & white
films.

KONICA
Auto Reflex 500
$

Monmouth April 18 2-4 p.m.
Gresham April 18 7-9 p.m.
Newberg April 19 1-3 p.m.

• F1.7 Lens
• Speeds to 1/500 of a
second with case
• Special "Expo" Price

FUJI

A Waynes Photo Finishing Ex
pert will be available to exam
ine your negatives and prints.
He'll give you FREE helpful
hints to improve your photo
graphs!

259°°

Wed. April 17 ... . Gresham

49<

Reg. 980

I

Thurs. April 18 . . . Tigard
Fri. April 19

Newberg

Sat. April 20

Monmouth

KONICA

Newberg
Monmouth
Tigard
Gresham

Tigard April 19 4-6 p.m.

-Limited Quantity—

POLAROID 108

FUJI Color

Color Film

126-12

59*
Instamatic Color Filmw^

Reg. s398
The famous Konica Demonstration.
You take the pictures & we'll develop

$369

KODAK C135-20

them right there on our counter.
(First Three
Rolls Only)

ALL DAY

Fri. April 19

Gresham

Sat. April 20

Tigard

YOU MAY
WINl

FREE

Color Print Film $ ^ 35

The Latest

CANON Ftb

•Fast film loading system.
•Breech mount lens system.
• Fast microprism focusing.
•Up to 1/1000 second shutter

CANON Ftb SL" Camera
_
K O N I C A Finder Camera

Next to
F r y e r Tuck

N etxot

Pay Less

TAMRON

April 11, 1974

No Purchase Necessary.

All Stores Open
Monday thru Saturday
Gresham Store Open Sunday

MONMOUTH

NEWDERG

207 West
Main

514 East
First St.

Across f r o m
Ithe Cornerstone

Next to
J.C.
PENN

SALE NOW TO APRIL 20

666-70821 639-6070
UNICOLOR

$28900

on.y

Winners to be
Fill Out Entry Blank
announced w e e k
at our Stores.
of A p r i l 2 5 You Need Not be Present To Win

TIGARD
Mr. C's
HoodCenter
13050 S.W.
Burnside
At Division Pacific Hwy.

• Shutter speed visible in
view finder.

CANON

FUJI KONICA

BANKAMERICARO
v Iconit fn n

SIMMON

OMFGA

LAYAWAYS Welcome

GOSSFN

R

TAMRON

838-3996 538-9453
CANON

FUJI

^ O ^ S E N I INICOLOR

TAMRON
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Candles, candles, candles. . .

The flickering
light ofR ickreall
Luehr Studio
by MELISA McFIE
"The largest candle in
Rickreall," reads the sign in the
window of the tiny old building
which sits at the Rickreall junc-

Before entering the candle
trade, Mr. Luehr taught at Dallas
High School. Asked how he en
tered the candle business, "I
entered it quite suddenly," he

Beautifully sculptured, many have taken the candle maker years to perfect,
(photos by Rick Dort)
live to be 150.1 have just stacks of
ideas to develop. . .but time and
money are limiting factors."
Several years ago he was
selling in 40 states and had 400
accounts. The bookkeeping and
the hassel, however, were not for
him. "I like it better now; this
way, less book work and more
quality, and more variety are
possible," he said.

Wayne Luehr, The WAXY-1
tion. Outside the building, which
was once the community post
office, sits a car. . .the special
plates read: "WAXY-1"
The WAXY-1 is none other than
Wayne Luehr, candle maker and
one time art teacher at Dallas
High
As you step inside the
studio the 300 pound, "largest
candle in Rickreall," first
demands your attention; but not
for long. Candles of all shapes,
sizes and colors line the walls and
the tables. Beautifully sculp
tured, many have taken the
candle maker years to develop
and perfect. Each candle is
unique and truly a work of art.

Corrections
jobs offered
OCE's Financial Aids Office is
still accepting applications for
the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration Summer In
ternship Program. The program
provides twelve weeks of paid
professional law enforcement or
corrections experience to six
OCE students.
Applications may be obtained
from the Financial Aids Office.
Information regarding the
program is available from Jim
Sumner and Prof. Jean Long.
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remembered. Eight years ago
while showing a chalk sculpture
to his art class he began to realize
the possibilities of any medium.
"It's taking a material and
seeing what you can do with it,"
said Wayne Luehr. Histcuriousity
drives him to explore all the
possibilities of his chosen
medium. . candle wax, prin
cipally as a sculpture medium.
"The wick," he added, "is
incidental."
"I feel I've just scratched the
surface of what can be done. . .1
could carry this on until 150. . .if I

Commercial vs. Creative
Faced with the dilemma of
commercial living
versus
creative endeavor the 6'2" for
mer tennis champion had this to
say: "Sometimes I have to catch
myself because I can go pretty
far afield on these things and then
in the meantime not make any
money to live on."
Wayne Luehr, the candle
maker, is beginning to see his
designs copied and sold by
others. Pier I Imports, for
example, has recently copied the
design of his line of candles and
their wooden bases. Said Luehr,
"It's flattering in a sense that
they want to take your design and
use it. . .but the product they turn
out is usually a bastarization of
my design."
At his first gift show in San
Francisco Mr. Luehr was
approached by an agent from a
company who ordered one of
everything in his line. As the man
left he told Luehr, "You're going
to be knocked off."
"Although I did not know it at
the time," said the candle maker,
"this meant, 'we are going to
pirate your ideas.' " What seems
to irk him, however, more than
stolen ideas is the fact that the
mass produced copies of his
original designs lack quality.
Looking into the future Wayne
Luehr had this to say: "The only
expansion of this work that I
would like to make is through
retail. This summer I am plan
ning on opening anothr candle
shop on the coast in Lincoln City.

SALEM HEALTH FOODS
409 CENTER STREET
DOWNTOWN SALEM PLAZA

We have the largest
selection of food suppliments,
natural foods and cosmetics
in the Willamette Valley
MAIL ORDERS - PREPAID OVER *15.

I'd personally make the candles
for both shops."
The Rococo is Wayne Luehr's
favorite candle. I watched as he
'broke' this one from its rubber
mold. Mr. Luehr first sculpts the
candle and then pours the rubber
around it.
When the candle maker first

Largest
Rickreall

candle

in

started inthe business the quality
of rubber he used was inferior.
The space-age rubber he utilizes
now is quite expensive ($55 per
gallons) .Its advantage is that it is
more resilient. This means the
mold can be used many times
without cracking.
The best selling candle at
Luehr Studio is the Wrap Around
a candle with two wicks. When
the outside wick (which is
wrapped around the body of the
candle) burns, the main wick is i
left in the center of a candle,
which has been beautifully
'sculptured by fire'. The design,
the outside wick leaves as it
burns, is beautiful.
At Christmas time the candle
maker sees his best business. The
summer months also are a good
season, as tourists frequent his
candle shop.
"We get a complete cross
section of customers from very
conservative farm folk to long
hair," said Mr. Luehr. His best
customers however, are college
students.
As Easter approaches Mr.
Luehr is making Easter candles.
The sign outside his shop ad
vertises them as 3/ 7th off.
(Figure that one out if you can.)
"My dream," said Mr. Luehr.
half seriously, "I suppose, would
be to make a candle with a wick
as big around as my body." And
that would be bigger than the
largest candle in Rickreall, much
bigger.

Now you can
protect yourself
against muggers, rapists
and worse with this
amazing new whistle. Wear it
as a necklace or carry it as a key chain. Its long-range
penetrating shrill brings help in a hurry. The next dark
n , 9ht (that's tonight!) you'll feel a lot safer just knowir
you have the greatest protection in the world. Gives
obscene phone callers a shrilling earful, too.
GET IT BEFORE YOU HAD IT!

Yes! I want to be saved! Send me
London-Like Whistles
Key Chain—Necklace
(Number)
Chrome
I enclose $3.00 for each London-Like
Whistle. I understand that if I am not
totally satisfied, I will receive a complete
refund if returned in 10 days.
NAME
STREET NUMBER_
CITY

Family Jewels Ltd.
3431 West Villard Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 532C

- STATE.
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Entertainment

Cosmic correspondence

Guide

A few Week letters surface

Calendar of events

4 April 1974 AD, ET
9 April 1974 AD, ET

Dear Jeremy Week,

An art exhibit by Barbara wphhor
the College Center Tuesday UADH.e„PH?.S
Y
pnl and runs
through 2 May. "
Photographs by Priscilla Carrasco are at
the Camerawork Gallerv 2255 NJVA/ M
thrup, Portland, thrmlgh 4 May
°r

Three concerts coming to Portland Civic
Auditorium are: The Irish Rovers, Tuesday
16 April at 8:30 p.m.; Maria Callas 8,
Giuseppe di Stefano, Saturday 27 April at 8
p.m.; The Pointer Sisters, Friday 3 May at
8:30 p.m.

THEATRE
"Hey George" will be at Talmadge Junior
High School, April 20.
Junior

"Creative Gardening & Baking" will be at
contemporary Crafts Saturday 13 April 10 5
p.m. A slide talk and demonstration n.
sprang will be given Thursday le April at 8
Portland.

* a' 3934

Corben Ave

FILMS
"The Poseidon Adventure" will be in the
C o f f e e S h o pn e x t F r i d a y ( 1 9 A p r i l ) a t 7 & 9 - 1 5
p.m.; cost is 75 cents.
"The Sugarland Express," starring Goldie
Hawn, is at the Orpheum, 759 SW Broadwav
Portland.
"Save the Tiger" and "A Touch of Class"
are at the Hollywood, 4122 NE Sandy, Por
tland.

RADIO
"Blazing Saddles" is at the Bagdad, SE
37th and Hawthorne, Portland.
"Conrack," starring Jon Voight, is at the
Jantzen Beach Tri-Cinema, Portland.

PMam?'\a'.La?P00n Radi0
af 8 p mTnTcSunday
,? at ay
105
10 p.m.

Hour

^ on KOIVFM

and K0RI

"The Day of the Jackal" is at the State
Theatre, 219 SW 3rd in Corvallis.

KINK FM stereo 102 (Portland)
(weekn,'9hts, 7-7:30 ) list for 11, 12
APnl 's Tower of Power, It's A
„'
dgren'fUl °aV' H8rrV Nilsson' Todd Run

The Last Detail" is at the
Theatre, 115 SW 2nd in Corvallis.

SATURDAY ALBUM REVIEW (10 p.m )
this week is Leon Russell's first Ip

Varsity

"Serpico" is at the Whiteside, 361 SW
Madison in Corvallis.
"The Great Gatsby" is now playing at the
Lancaster Mall Theatre in Salem.
"The Three Musketeers" is currently at
the Capitol Theatre in Salem.
"The Sting," picture of the year, is at the
Elsinore Theatre in Salem for its 10th week.

Bisr,,NtDp^Y SPFC,AL (1° P-m.) is a King
H A1 Flower Hour featuring Harry Chapin
and Manfred Mann's Earth Band.

OTHER
Thursday 11 April is the birthdate of Joel
Grey (1932) and Ethel Kennedy (1928).
Saturday 13 April is the birthdate of
Harold Stassen (1907) and Thomas Jefferson
(1/43).
Tuesday 16 April is the birthdate of Charlie
Chaplin (1889) and tonight is the New Gym at
8, the Anne Murray Concert.
Wednesday 17 April is the birthdate of
Nikita Khruschev (1894).

I am truly sorry it has been so lone since I last Dear Ge Gamma Blex,
communicated with you. You said you wished to
Thanks for writing. The brief glimpse of your past
know more about me I shall trv
w
.J is fascinating.Ihope you will soon elaborate on your
ot
alter-egos and immediate family.
even this can be difficult for a goddess.
hnHv t 3pS 1 S'K)U'ti begin by explaining that the nrH«rr!^f rundown 0n my beginnings might be in
U Started telling me so much about
that I™rm°TiPying When We met was not the b°dy vourself "P™ °a
that Inormally occupy. It was, rather, the body of mnJhf
. mere youngster (if age means
1
r
ary
rthi
ng
ne
f
the
man
v
ers
fs in fhe
a L '° °
- P ons who ^4 vearsT "? i'0 ^ My existance began a brief
.j _?£°- I, too, am other-worldly; although I
memho Tf
exchange progam of which I am a
home
^ (and n°W the Wiliamette Valley) my
y°U ,TS*? 1 Wi" g° int0 this more fuHy
later Mv
later. My normal body was quite different from the
one you saw.Iam five foot six; I have red hair and
green eyes. My features are similar to those of mv we're neavner°re^nH0ftthe St3rS " ** names of which
plated to me - and was left when verv
fatherTito and to those of my maternalgrand vn.mrT
mother, Venus. I love my mother, Pyrapaign (the M«„r,nh'avenl> body
daughter of Venus and Vulcan, queen of the planet v sTblv frnL
1eVaS,ve' unnamed, and is only
visibly trom earth every 153 vears An
Vulcan), but I do not resemble her.

St? t 7,'^ ScSoSir K

I, like my many brothers and sisters, rule a small
portion of the planet Vulcan. I am seldom there,
however, as the Vulcans are a very logical and
AUha™mhPe°? uand manage themselves quite well.
g1"1, 1 have none of the superV
logical hang-ups of my people
, „I.enj°y m.y ^vels very much.' I also enjoy my
husband and children. (I would have to check my
records to know exactly how many of each Ihave.
Mother Pyra recently ordered that I severely cut
the number of my husbands; however, she has since
relaxed her ruling. Mother Pyra also takes care of
my children, except for those belonging to my alteregos ~ those in the Exchange program.)
Also among my vital statistics is my age I am
3 000,022 years old. My birthday is in March as
you live
calendar of the people with whom

namet'f"trhUgiht hC S3W U recently and wanted to
1 m0Ved t0 Earth in 1921, sensin?
thai it
U would
ia u
sing that
be a good year.
mvhiwhnV am 154 years old (I have decided that
1S ln spnng' during the month of May),
nL, tv,
twenties appearance of an Earthling in his midTuring my stay on Earth (over the years),Ihave
Cultur.e and giving an occasional
helDins 'hand
tir.o g adt0 People like lamron 2's En
tertainment Editor. I do enjoy writing about the
ulture and, although basically peaceful, when
pushed around I sometimes push back. Mr Tom-

about themJeatSer0Ut °f ^ ^ hiS complaints

If you wish to know any more about me or mv fnrihm-fic eVCntS {Iom the past could be related in
correspondence if you express interest. I do
alter-egos I shall be happy to tell you. I would very
yo rep|y- |ts really great to have met another
much like to know about you. Please correspond in p°ff "
eVC" th°Ugh 1 am an immigrated
whatever manner is considered appropriate.
Earthling F
Peace and long life,
Ge Gamma Blex

May you live long(er) and prosper,
Jeremy Week

FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
The energy crisis is causing houseflies to
buzz off key.
Foreigners caught streaking in Kenya will
be deported on the first available flight, in
the nude.
Police are looking for a man who has been
terrorizing college co eds by biting their
fingernails.
If your dog is acting a little weird, he could
be suffering from depression, tension and
I suicidal neurosis.
TELEVISION
Thursday: 4 p.m. on Ch. 2, "The Creature
Walks Among Us;" 11:30 on Ch. 2, "College
Girl of the Year."
Friday: 9 p.m. on Ch. 10, "Bach Mass in B
Minor," 9:30 on Ch. 2, Wolfman Jack on
"The Odd Couple."
Sunday: 8:30 p.m. on Ch. 10, "Eye to
Eye," 9 p.m. on Ch. 10, "Upstairs,
Downstairs."
MUSIC
Music Hall Auditorium concerts for the
coming week include Woodwind Quintet,
Thursday 11 April at 2:30 p.m.; American
Concert by Mu Phi Epsilon, Monday 15 April
at 8 p.m.; Student Recital, Tuesday 16 April
at 3:30 p.m.; MENC Concert, Tuesday 16
April at 7 p.m.; Solo-tape Concert, Thursday
18 April at 8:30 p.m.

Odors can be a factor in making two people
ideal mates.
While Princess Anne and Mark Phillips
were on their honeymoon, he got sick to his
stomach.
A person is never too old to get his teeth
straightened.
Leather underwear is very popular among
some of the women of Russia.
Women sometimes grow light mustaches
after tragic love affairs.
In people over 70, women show more in
terest in sex.
Some people only enjoy sex when they are
in some kind of dangerous situation.

1123 Broadway Suite 203
N.Y., N.Y. 10010
(212) 675-4849
Term papers & thesis from 90c page
10:30 - 4:00

Campus Jobs Available

Holy Week Worship Services
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship with special Choir Music
MAUNDY THURSDAY, APRIL 11
7:30 p.m. - Choral Service and Lord's Supper
Followed by 24 hr. Prayer Vigil
GOOD FRIDAY, APRIL 12
All Day - Continuation of Prayer Vigil
Noon-3:00 p.m. - Service of Dedication
and Personal Meditation
7:30 p.m. - Organ Meditation and Conclusion of Prayer Vigil
EASTER SUNDAY, APRIL 14
9:15 a.m. - Morning Worship with
Special Choir Music and Brass Choir
9:15 a.m. - Church School
10:30 a.m. - Coffee Hour for entire congregation
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship with special Choir Music
and Brass Choir

Wesley United Methodist Church
412 W. Clay Street, Monmouth

April

11, 1974

*

Ja"iCe C°'eman- is part of the Four

Weavers exhibit now in Campbell

The mythological minotaur ate seven boys
and seven girls each year.

STEVE'S FIVE & DIME TERM PAPERS

Mon - Sat.

Half Galfe™ IOT'

Howard A. Smith, pastor

Printmaker in next CC exhibit
An art display by Mrs. Barbara In this method the paints are
Weber will be shown in the brushed onto the woodblock are symbolic, and they are
College Center April 16 through rather than being applied with a usually inspired by poetry she
has read or music she has heard.
May 2.
roller, which is the customary
While a student at OSU, Mrs.
Mrs. Weber, who began formal technique in Western printWeber studied with Paul Gunn,
art studies at Oregon State making. Dampened paper is used
Berkeley Chappell, John Rock,
University in 1966 after a number to allow the colors to penetrate
and Jun'ichiro Seklino of Japan.
of years of interest in the visual deeply.
Her prints have been shown in the
arts, has recently been con
Japanese prints are charac Currier Gallery of Art, Man
centrating on the Japanese terized'by delicate colors and
chester, N.H., and at the Cor
method of making woodblock simple lines, and Mrs. Weber's
vallis Arts Center. OSU recently
prints, which involves the use of prints follow this tradition. Most
bought one of her prints for
water base paints rather than oil. of her prints are abstract, many Peavy Hall.
There will also be two viscosity
etchings in the showing at OCE.
In this method the plate is wiped
with ink in the traditional way
and then two or three more colors
are rolled on the plate, then
printed in one operation. This is
in contrast to the 3-plate color
etching where there is one plate
for each color.
She has demonstrated the
woodblock technique around the
state, most recently to the relief
printmaking classes at OCE. She
is represented by Gallery West in
Portland.
Page 7
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Butterflies got off the ground
by KENN LEHTO
I was almost at a loss of what to
do one night this week. I had seen
all the movies at Salem that I
wanted to, and haven't cared
much for TV lately, so I
wandered over to the Pentacle
Theatre to a play I had heard was
having some trouble getting off
the ground.
• The play was Leonard Gershe's
"Butterflies Are Free. The male
lead of Don Baker was played by
John Buckley. The female lead of
Jill Tanner was portrayed by
Jackie Odom.
Mrs. Baker was played by
Phyllis Cross and Ralph Austin
was Jim Perry. The entire action
takes place in Don Baker's
apartment on East 11th Street in
New York.
Don lives alone in a two room
apartment with a skylight win
dow, a bed on poles over the
bathroom door, and his bath tub
under the dinner table. He has the
entire apartment memorized,
along with the number of steps to

the delicatesen, laundry and
drugstore. Why? Because he is
blind.
The play is a story about
himself, his struggle against his
over protective mother, his
nineteen year old divorcee neigh
bor, and her new play director.
All in all, a very funny and a very
touching story.
John Buckley does an ad
mirable job with an extremely
tough role. His professional
touches, such as learning to
unfocus his eyes to appear really
blind, demonstrate his ability as
an actor. Timing seems to be the
only thing he needs to refine. He
has a slight tendency to rush into
his better lines as a guise of
fluency.
Jackie Odom comes off with an
impressive interpretation of Jill
Tanner. She really gets into the
role, and is a perfect physical
representation of the character,
crucial for her part. Sometimes
she would just read her lines at a
very crucial moment in the play,
where the reaction and emotion

Entertainment editor:
strange colored carrots
Hi! We're all hoping for a streak -- of good weather.
My cubicle abounds with weirdness! Jeremy has long
pointed ears, now, and » I think that's whiskers, long
and right below his nose. He complains of some extra
padding when he sits down. Instead of walking, he now
hops from place to place. Must have been those strange
green carrots with the orange tops he had earlier today.
I found some of his mail, which you'll find on page 7. On
pages 8 & 9 we find reviews: of drama, Butterflies Are
Free; music, Chamber Symphony; film, Dumbo;
albums, latest by Aerosmith and Cat Stevens. Don't
forget to get your tickets to Annie. She'll be here next
week and -- that weirdness I spake of earlier seems to be
getting worse! Jeremy has been rolling brightly colored
eggs all over my office. One just broke on the leg of my
chair and a message fell out: "invite friends over to
increase the size of your bust." What does it all mean?
Have a nice day.

of the moment were essential, but
missed.
Phyllis Cross was quite en
joyable as Don's over protective
mother. Some of her mid-scene
transitions were rough due to
rushing the lines together, and
not allowing time to make the
transition in lines.
Jim Perry carried the
distinction of having the only
minor role in the play, and
perhaps the most difficult. His
lines were shallow and few. What
-- Dan Tompkins
his brief lines didn't cover, his
gestures and stage presence
made up for. His natural sense of
timing makes you curious to see
him in a more developed role in
by VALLI CAMP
the future.
All the problems of the play
The families of Leonardo Cristiano and John Easfer
were small when compared to the
amount of enjoyment derived feuded constantly. The Cristianos were cattle-ranchers
from it. I think nerves, or lack of and wanted the prairie to remain open for cattle grazing
good direction, were the major and for driving the cattle to market. The Easters were
contributors to the few mistakes. rabbit farmers and felt that the land should be fenced to
Sounds from the dressing room keep their rabbits from straying.
indicate that things are improv
Every morning the two feuding families lined up along
ing every night.
Thank you John, Jackie, a ditch on opposite sides of an open range pasture and
leveled long-barreled muskets at each other. They
Phyllis, and Jim.

Easter's bunny

exchanged shots from dawn to dusk, but neither side
gained any territory. Meanwhile, they neglected their
ranching and farming duties to carry on the fight.
Soon the women grew eary of trying to maintain the
settlements and raise the rabbits or herd the cattle.
They banded together to end the feud forever. Led by
Lily Easter, they boiled some eggs and painted the faces
of the men on them. They believed that the eggs sym
bolized the beginning of a new life. They fashioned a
small cart for the eggs and harnessed it to the neck of a
rabbit. Then they set the rabbit and the egg cart on the
back of a Cristiano steer and prodded him into the
pasture between the firing lines.
The Cristianos ceased firing because they did not want
to shoot the steer. The Easters stopped shooting because
they did not want the rabbit to be hurt. Eventually, both
sides lowered their muskets and drew near to the
Klemi Hambourg directed OCE's Chamber Symphony in a well received concert Monday
curious sight and examine dthe eggs in the cart. They
night in the Music Hall Auditorium. (Photo by Tim Johnson)
got the message, and agreed to start a new life by
foming a working compromise. They shook hands and
walked to the edge of the field where the women were
waiting expectantly.
The story was handed down from generation to
by SUE STRONG
slides, clear tones and exact melodious and rich sounds to the
generation in both families of Lily Easter's idea to end
ear.
Oregon College of Education's precision.
Soloists Deniese Shrack, violin ;
Beethoven's Concerto for Piano the feud. They called it the story of Easter's bunny and
Chamber Symphony, directed by
Klemi Hambourg, presented its Joan Griswold, flute; and Denise and Orchestra in C minor Easter's eggs.

Symphony concert successful

spring concert last Monday night
in the Music Hall Auditorium.
Fine talent and excellent playing
contributed to the success of the
night with the four featured
soloists leading in performances.

The liveliest piece of the
evening was saved for the end
and produced a fittingly
dramatic finale. Anton Dvorak's
Sympohny No. 5 in E minor
("from the New World") added
extra flavor to the evening.
The symphony, of which the
first movement was played,
portrayed Dvorak's impressions
of America as he landed inthe
harbor of New York. As the
Adagio begins, the orchestra is
soft and sweet a a person in a
daydream, then suddenly one is
awakened from the dream by
strong drum beats and shrill
tones from the wind instruments.
This section was probably the
most impressive of the piece.
The concert began with Han
del's Sarabande, played by a
brass quartet. The piece was
played very well with soft clear
tones on the brass instruments.
The brass sextet demonstrated
its precision and clear tone
quality in Victor Harot's Suite for
Brass Sextet. In the first
movement of the piece, the
trombones completely outdid
themselves with fast moving
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Bleything, flute, showed that
violins and flutes can harmonize
together and make it come out
sweetly. Inthe Brandenburg
Concerto No. 4 in D major by
Bach, the echoing effect
produced by the soloists and the
orchestra provided a pleasing
change from the key changes and
theme variations of the first
movement.
Miss Shrack
performed
beautifully with fingers flying in
fast passages. Misses Griswold
and Bleything made their flutes a
thing of beauty, producing

provided an excellent chance for
the audience to hear one of OCE's
outstanding pianists, Julie Camp.
After a somewhat lengthy
opening theme, Miss Camp
proceeded to demonstrate her
musical talent in performing the
solos with much feeling
The
solo part and orchestra face each
other with dramatic force
creating musical tension and
intrigue to the listening audience.
This piece appeared to be the
audience's favorite, with Miss
Camp's performance heralded by
much applause.

PARC Night at
The Stone Lion
7 - 9 p.m. April 17, 1974
Open Bar For
$ 1.00 Donation.
All proceeds to benefit
PARC
Tickets available at the door

WEEK'S
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TOP

TEN

ALBUMS

Greatest Hits
John Denver
Band On The Run
Paul McCartney & Wings
Court And Spark
Joni Mitchell
Tubular Bells
M i k e Oldfield
The Way We Were
Barbra Streisand
Love Is The Message
MSFB
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
Elton John
Rhapsody In White.. Love Unlimited Orchestra
Hotcakes
Carly Simon
The Sting
Soundtrack

ACTION THEATRE
16 mm Feature

•Books

• Magazines

• Novelties
Adults Only
175 N. Commercial

364-0792^
lamr°n
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Disney's 'Dumbo'
Anne's in NPE Tuesday
cute but quite good
DUMBO

ber^As if h. didn't have any

Walt Disney
Buena Vista
by DAN TOMPKINS
Entertainment Editor

Dumbo is befriended by local
peanut-snatcher, Timothy Q
Mouse. Mouse, no apparent
relation to Mickey, lands Dumbo
Dumbo, released in 1941, was
a job or two, with just a word or
Walt Disney's 5th full length
so in the right place. The two of
cartoon. You might not think that
them, when on a drunk, discover
but,
an important statement,
that his large ears enable him to
albeit Disney was the "all-time fly. The drunk they're on is a
freak of cuteness," this animated trippy segment where, besides
film can easily be taken on a level
pink elephants, they see cubed
other than the one where the kids bubbles, snake-shaped bubbles
and elephant bubbles in all sorts
are.
Disney's ignorance (or maybe of sizes and designs and colors
innocence) is laid down in the Walt must have really had fun
opening scene where a small
army of storks is bringing baby
animals to a circus in Florida.
About the song "Look Out For
Mr. Stork," Time in Oct. 1941
said it "has lyrics that are open
to smart-alecky interpretation
when removed from the picture's
context."
Disney probably had his eyes
on Florida in the '40's, having the
circus start there because his
unrealized (while living) but now
fulfilled dream of Disney's World
now exists there.
The critics didn't see it this way
33 years
ago, but Disney
exhibited a bit of prejudice here.
When Dumbo is delivered to his
mother, Mrs. Jumbo, the other
'lady elephants' talk of his large
ears and even though he's one of
their own kind, they call him a
freak. Mrs. Jumbo is locked up
and labeled 'mad' when she tries
to defend her son's honor. When
Dumbo gets put in an act with
clowns where he has to jump
from a height that most clowns
want to raise, those clowns
defending him are told "He's only
an elephant. He's made of rub-

with his animation.
When Dumbo and Mouse wake
after their night of partying, they
find themselves in a tree. Mouse
deduces that his buddy must have
flown them up there. "When I See
An Elephant Fly," is one of the
better tunes of the film. It is sung
by five happy-go-lucky crows.
These
crows
seem
like
stereotypes of blacks of Disney's
times or earlier, but he did work
with stereotypes, as the
elephants are seen as prima
donnas or gossips and Mouse is
seen as a performer's agent, even
though he's rarely interested in
his 10 percent.
Disney gives an example of
people hanging on to something
that gives them a false sense of
security when Mouse tells him a
crow-feather is magic and can
make him fly. He loses this
crutch when he drops it and has
to fly or die. You can bet he tries
to go it on his own. It's surprising
but really good to find a kid's
film, 33 years old, yet you can get
this much out of it and more.
Seriously, now, aren't you glad
that elephants don't fly?

Anne Murray has her roots in
the coal mining town of
Springhill, Nova Scotia (a
peninsula-province, SE of New
Brunswick, E of Maine). She was
the only girl in a doctor's family
of six children.
Anne's music training included
six years of piano and two years
of voice (as a soprano). Before
her musical career got under
way, she earned a bachelor's
degree at the University of New
Brunswick and taught physical
education in Prince Edward
Island for a year.
Teaching was given up for
entertaining when Anne was
offered a job on a television show
out of Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Before long she was performing
in five- and six-hundred seat
concert halls. Anne had an
album out on a small Canadian
label before being discovered by
a Capitol Records talent scout.
She had several less than suc
cessful singles before surprising
Capitol and everybody with
"Snowbird" and becoming the
first Canadian lady ever to sell a
million records.
Anne was vacationing at her
parents' summer place on the
Nova Scotia north shore when
"Snowbird" was on top of the
charts. Since then, she has had

Anne Murray
her share of gold records, a
major contract with CBS-TV, a
series of appearances on the Glen
Campbell show, tours and more
recording.
Her albums include Snowbird,
Anne Murray, Talk It Over In
The Morning, Anne Murray /
Glen Campbell, Annie, Danny's
Song and Love Song.

Hard knocks given
to Cat's Chocolate Box
CHOCOLATE KRISPY TREATS
Cat Stevens
A&M
by GERALD ARNDT

end of the last cut everyone has
said goodbye.
The biggest shortcoming of the
album is side one but the album
does seem to draw parallels to
classifical music - for instance
Mozart once said, "The most
beautiful part of the music is
complete silence, I use it like an
instrument." Stevens has utilized
this to almost perfection by
putting silence between each cut.
I would say that this is the
greatest achievement of the
album.

The music of Cat Stevens
doesn't fit into the category of
Rock and neither does it fit into
the categories of Jazz, blues or
you'd expect from a young folk - the music of Cat Stevens
GET YOUR WINGS
Bosstown metal quintet produced just doesn't seem to fit anywhere.
Aerosmith
Shortly after "Wild World."
by Bob Ezrin (Alice, Detroit, Flo
Columbia
& Eddie Reed)-a touch of BOX Stevens' biggest, a rumor went
By THE DUKE
in the guitar interplay, and a lot around that the cat was dying and
of Bowie Burroughs in the star that was why the lyrics were so
heavy. "Cat Stevens is lonely and
Aerosmith's smart. Like the story line.
"Season of Wither" is even confused," said one ex-critic,
dumb guy in "Wonderful World"
more mystifying. The intro builds "And so are we all and that's why
(Sam Cooke by way of Herman's
with a passion, guitars ringing the songs mean so much to us."
Hermits). It's not whacha've
The whole world waited to see if
like Telstar. Is it to an aging
hecould produce more and soon
learned, it's wh whacha ve
matron? "Ooo, woe is me, I feel
we had "Morning Has Broken
known. If you're not born with the
so badly for you...in time, time to
and they still keep on coming.
roll in your soul, goodbye.
lose your mind, live on borrowed
It's a lot like a neighbor that
Aerosmith, whotta band, had it time. Take the wind right out of
announces he is moving away
from the egg.
your sails." Or what exactly,
Steven Tyler's a natural star. "Fire flies dance in the meat of and even though you have never
Ain't no doubt about it. He sings hound dogs that bay at the moon. liked him you start being real
lead, 's got the perfect in My ship leaves in the midnight. nice to him - but he never leaves.
In the early albums the quality
souciance-innocence combo, Can't say I'll be back too soon."
of the album rested almost solely
gives album cover beavers, and
Strange. But if The Hoople on the Cat's talents since he
probably dates playmates. On A- sounds this good, it'll be Nirvana
wrote his own lyrics, did his own
smith ballads, of which there are
on wax.
vocals, played his own guitar and
few, he can handle Burton
The rest is more like the tirst keyboard, drew his own album
Cummings. But at his best he s album. "Lord Of Your Thighs" is
the perfect meld of Stewart rasp, definitely Alice, with the men covers and only had a very quiet
Plant scream and J agger leer. tioned Black Sab vocal and great drummer to assist him. Since
Which ain't to imply he's a insistent piano pounding by then Cat has added a bass player
that plays the bass as well as he
computer stapled mix and Tyler. Telling verse, "Lord of my
can so the blame is no longer all
match. He's his own. Plus he s god, what do we got here. Yer
Stevens'.
cultivated a bit of Ozzy Osbourne flashing cross the floor make it Cat
If you have a favorite album
for this Poly-Vinyl Chloride-more perfectly clear. You re the bait it's a good idea to put it on right
on which later.
and you're the hook, someone after Chocolate and I guarantee
He writes the songs too. And gone to take a look. Im ttie
you will like it even more. If you
this album is made up of songs. manchild, Lord of jour ,thighs
have a powerful amplifier and
What a coincidence, no ramble Or, "S.O.S. (Too Bad),
1- m a some big speakers and turn the
ons. Songs. They mostly concern bad, no more schoolboy. And I m music to full volume you will find
themselves with the rnr troika, a rat. And it's too bad can t get that it fills the room with sound,
glamour, grass, and girls, but me none of that."
most of the time. Another nice
other interests surface too. In
Sure I love this band. They thing about the album is if you
dicating, lest you pigeonhole him sound like the classic example. have an automatic turntable
as an empty head beauty bod, Great
macho-punk
stanc
you'll find that the album
growth.
^ xT
pXDertly engineered that the
stemming from sociology
"Spaced" is really neat. No, frustration-aggression. Those ot needle will set down b®fore t^
it's not about dope, as the title the Raspberries,ilk didn t make
first cut starts and will reject
tells you, though it is a little, it s because they had no axes to
about the one remaining froman grind. Aerosmith does, though af But GiocoUteis test listened Jo
Earth expatriate family. The not of the MC5-revolution now
lyrics are good--cryptic like £!» These guys'll b. famous
Robert Hunter or Steely Dan. because somewhere along the
"Fire and steel. Earth unreal. line they were told they couldn t
Find another planet to stay." And be. Ha-ha. Catch 'em now.
the music is great-just what

A-smith rises again

April 11, 1974

Anne Murray will be in concert
Tuesday 16 April at 8 p.m. in
OCE's New Gym. Second billing
is "Richard". Prices are: OCE
Students, $3; non OCE students,
$3:50; adults, $4. Tickets are
available at the College Center
Office (OCE), Stevens & Sons
Jewelers (Salem), Meier &
Frank (statewide), Village
Square
(Monmouth)
and
French's Jewelry (Albany).

rr

The album, as a universal
whole, is a clever exercise that
surpasses emotional crests into
moderate rhythms of surprising
transofmrations.
Chocolate
Krispy Treats is a warm
fudgesicle.

(P.S. Since I finished writing
this review I have been told that
the title is Buddah and the
Chocolate Box, but it doesn't
matter I'll still never listen to it.)

r

Have pot will travel

j

(Ideally I'd run a main dish and salad or dessert or bread, but
due to the surplus of main dishes, here are two: I ye tried 7
Layer " it's very good. This week's A. Nony Mous is different
than last week's; I can tell by the writing. Keep those cards and
dishes coming (to the College Center Office or SPO 560). Dan
Tompkins, Entertainment Editor.)

;
•
.
j
.
:

7 Layer Casserole
by Joy Brown
(serves 3-4, recipe can be doubled)

j
I

In a greased 2 quart casserole dish, place the ingredients in
seven layers in the order given. Tomato soup can substitute or
tomato sauce:
1 cup uncooked rice
1-16 oz. can w.k. corn, drained
1-8 oz. can tomato sauce, l/z cup water, salt & pepper, mixed
together
.
Vfe cup chopped onion, Vfe cup chopped green pepper
% pound ground beef (can be browned)
;
1-8 oz. can tomato sauce, V* cup water, salt & pepper, mixed
: together
4 pieces bacon (on top)
• Bake at 350 degrees for one hour uncovered, xk hour covered.

:
•
j
•
j'
.
I
.
;
•
•
;
.
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\

Quick Tuna Casserole
by A. Nony Mous
(serves 2-4)

*.
;

•
\

l can tuna
l can cream of mushroom soup
3 or more boiled eggs
Butter, bread crumbs or crackers
In a casserole dish, put one can tuna on bottom layer, fe can
soup on second layer, sliced boiled eggs on third layer, rest of
soup on layer four, more sliced boiled eggs on the fifth layer
small dabs of butter on top of the eggs and level 7 (the top) will
be bread crumbs or cracker crumbs. Bake at 350 degrees for 20
minutes. Cold & leftover, this can be used in sandwiches.

•
I
•
;
.
•
;
;
.

•

•

• This week's 7 Level recipes are dedicated to Dick Meyer's SF

;

I class.

I

•
:
•
•
i
:
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Competition stiff as trackmen
gain valuable experience
by JIM HEALY
If good competition helps
create good teams, then OCE's
track and field team is on the way
to bettering themselves.
Don
Spinas'
trackmen
travelled to the land of legendary
performers last Saturday as they
took on the University of Oregon
JV's and Lane Community Col
lege at Hayward Field in Eugene.
The wolfpack came up on the
short end of the triangular meet
score as they finished third with
62 points behind the winning U of
O's 71.points and runnerup LCC's
69.
"It was really good for us,"
head coach Don Spinas said. "In
order to better yourself you have
to compete against better
people." Spinas, a former
University of Oregon runner
himself, went on to call the meet
a "good educational experience,"
but said "We had a 50-50 meet.
That is, 50 percent good effort,
and 50 percent we won't talk
about."
Walkers Jim Bean, Rob Frank
and A1 Rothenbucher started
things off for the Pack as they
warmed up to the tune of a threemile walk. Bean won the nonscoring event as he toured the 12
laps in 22:28.8, and was followed
across the finish line by Frank
and Rothenbucher.
For the second consecutive
week steeplechaser Ron Strand
erased the school record in the
3,000 meter event as he clocked a
sizzling 9:13.5 to take second
place. The 138-pound runner
clipped nearly seven seconds off

his week-old record, and did it by
running his second mile seven
seconds faster than he did last
week.

combined forces in the winning
mile relay along with Kraal and
Bob Schneider as they clocked a
3:21.7.

Spinas singled out hammer
thrower Greg Schukart and triple
jumper Burl Wheaton as being
OCE's two outstanding per
formers of the meet. Schukart
captured the hammer throw with
a toss of 156-1 and placed second
in the javelin at 205-7. The senior
weightman also managed lo pick
up a second in the discus with a
throw of 144-3 ¥2.
Lanky junior Burl Wheaton
took the triple jump with a hop,
step and a jump of 46-2. The jump
was a personal best for him, and
allowed him to win the event by a
foot.
.
Miler Dale Barker callea at
tention to himself as he blitzed a
4:17.3 mile, also a new personal
best for him. The senior runner is
nearing OCE's school record in
that "glamour" event, and if he
drops his time another four
seconds the record will become
his.
Steve Kraal pulled ahead
halfway through the 400 and held
off UO's Bob Martin in the
homestretch to win the quarter
by three yards in his season best
of 50.0. Mark Shrapel, senior
returnee who sat out last season
with an Achilles tendon pull, also
finished in the quarter.
Roger Woods and Zeimorr
Harris ran to a third place tie in
the 100 as they both zipped to a
time of 9.8. Harris came back to
better Woods in the 220 with a
time of 22.1 to 22.4, but they both

Intermediate hurdler Doug
Watson dove for the tape but
came up on the short end of
things as he took second place 440
intermediate hurdles with a time
of 58.4.
This weekend the Wolfpack
track team travels to Ashland
where they take on the Red
Raiders from Southern Oregon
College.
3- M I L E W A L K : 1
Jim Beam, OCE,
2 2 28 8 ; 2 R o b F r a n k , O C E , 2 2 : 5 8 ; 3-AI
Rothenbucher, OCE, 24:15. (Exhibition)
STEEPLECHASE: 1 Tom McChesney,
UO, 9:09.7; 2 Ron Strand, OCE, 9:13.5; 3 Don
Beckwith, UO, 9:16.7.
440- Y A R D R E L A Y : 1 L C C ( H a t e r , B u r t ,
Woods, Warren), 42.4, 2 Oregon (Woodman,
Hessemer, Reynar, Johnson), 43.0; 3 OCE
(Wood, Cantrell, Cornstock, Harris).
HAMMER: 1 Greg Schukart, OCE, 156-1;
2 L e e E i k a n a s , O C E , 134 0 ; 3 - R a y M i x , O C E ,
132-10.
S H O T P U T : 1 - J o h n W h i t e , L C C , 4 6 - ) ; 2Dave Hlckson, UO, 44-0V4; 3 Mark Ferris,
O C E , 38-1V2.
JAVELIN: 1 Bob Daniel, UO, 216-5; 2
Greg Schukart, OCE, 205-7; 3-Tom Burrows,
L C C , 183-2.
MILE RUN: 1 Lars Kaupang, UO, 4:06.9;
2 Randy James, UO, 4:13.5; 5 Dale Barker,
OCE, 4:17.3.
120 H H : 1 D a v e H e s s e m e r , U O , 1 5 . 4 ; 2Bruce Clark, LCC, 16.2; 3-Rod Rice, OCE,
17.5.
440-YARD DASH: 1 Steve Kraal, OCE,
50.0;
2-Bob Martin,
UO,
50.2;
3 Dan
Seymour LCC, 50.5.
100 Y A R D D A S H : 1 D a l e W a r r e n , L C C
and Bill Reynar, UO, 9.7; 3-Zeimorr Harris
and Roger Woods, OCE 9.8.
880-YARD RUN: 1-Tim Williams, LCC,
1:55.6; 2 Mike Rice, UO, 1:57.0; 3-Bob
Schneider, OCE, 1:57.8.
INTERMEDIATE HURDLES: 1 -Dave
Hessemer, UO, 58.4; 2 Doug Watson, OCE,
58.4; 3-John Morris, LCC, 1:00.3.
POLE VAULT: 1 Rod Lucich, OCE, 13-0;
2 Keith Tarpenning, LCC, 12-6; 3-Bill Rowan,
U O , 12-0.
220 Y A R D D A S H : 1 D a l e W a r r e n , L C C ,
21.9, 2 Zeimorr Harris, OCE, 22.1; 3-Mark
B u r t , L C C , 22.4.
T R I P L E J U M P : 1- B u r l W h e a t o n , O C E , 462 ; 2 T o m B u r r o w s , L C C , 45-l 3 /4,- 3 D e n n i s
S w a i m , L C C , 44-7 3 /4.
T W O M I L E : 1 - D a v i d T a y l o r , U O , 8 : 5 8 . 1 ; 2Bob Smith, UO, 9:15.7; 4-Chris Fatland,
OCE, 9:20.0.
DISCUS: 1-Dave Hickson,UO, 167-4; 2
G r e g S c h u k a r t , O C E , 144-3V 2 , 3 - J o h n W h i t e ,
L C C , 142-1V 2 .
H I G H J U M P : 1 - B r u c e J o n e s , L C C , 6 6 , 2K e i t h N e l s o n , U O , 6 - 6 ; 3 G r a h a m , L C C , 6-4.
MILE RELAY: 1 OCE No. 1 (Woods,
Kraal, Schneider, Harros), 3:21.7; 2 LCC,
3:25.3; 3-OCE No. 2, 3:32.7.
F i n a l Scores: 1 O r e g o n J V ' s , 7 1 ; 2 L C C ,
69; 3 OCE, 62.

Netters

Carla Hazen, of the OCE softhall team, is attempting to get her
arm in shape for the coming season in a rare outdoor practice
recently. (Tim Johnson photo)

OCE stopped
by Willamette

Baseball: Rain-8, OCE-O
In case you were wondering,
OCE still has a baseball team. Its
just that the Wolves can't seem to
get any co-operation from Mother
Nature. As a result, OCE has had
eight games in a row called off
due to inclement weather.
The Wolves, who opened the
season way back in March with
two losses to Puget Sound and one
to Portland, suffered their latest
rain loss last Tuesday when their
game with Portland State was
called off. A three game series
scheduled
with
Central
Washington last weekend was
cancelled, also.

meet to

The OCE women's tennis team
travels to Ashland tomorrow to
meet SOC with a record of one
loss and one tie. Oregon beat OCE
6-1 last Tuesday in Monmouth,
and Willamette tied the Wolves 33 March 26.
The big winners for OCE have
been the doubles team of Marilyn
Layton and Lisa Michieli, who
have won both their matches this
year.
The other points against
Willamette came on doubles wins
by the teams of Linda Klausner-

OCE was led by Sharon Baugh,
who had three hits, including one
triple. It was a pretty good effort
for the Wolvettes considering
that they hadn't practiced out
doors on a grass field before they
played the gafne.
OCE returns to Softball action
tomorrow as the varsity travels
to Oregon State for a 2 p.m. game
while the JV's are at Willamette.
Oregon will visit Monmouth next
Monday for a varsity game, and
the JV's will host George Fox
next Wednesday. Both games are set to go at 4 p.m.

Easter Baskets
35c
Iced Easter Cookies
10c ea.
Hot Cross Buns
6/ 69c

2 Layer Decorated Easter Cake
$2.79

OCE coach Joe Caligure hopes
that the prediction for better
weather at the end of the week
hold up as his team is scheduled
to travel south to meet Southern
Oregon College this weekend.
"We have the potential,"
Caligure said of his rain soaked
team, "but the team has not had
much time to practice outside
due to the weather. Our pitching
has been inconsistant because the
boys have not been able to
practice pitching off the mound;
they have been forced to pitch
indoors on a flat floor."
Some of the OCE team was able
to get in some game experience
this past weekend as Caligure
sent a JV team against LinnBenton CC. OCE fell in a
doubleheader by the scores of 5-2
and 5-4.

|Choose the perfect ring for that|
|perfect girl from our selection of|
|Courtship Diamond Rings and
| Mastercraft Wedding Rings
I

Stop In For The BEST
In FRESH Bakery Goods
(Specials expire April 17, 19741)

So now, OCE has fifteen games
left on the schedule, twelve of
those Evergreen Conference tilts.
And, unfortunately for the
Wolves, the EvCo rules state that
a team must play at least twelve
conference games to be con
sidered for the league title. S o
one more cancellation would
disqualify the Wolves from any
chance for the title.

Beautiful
Diamonds I»
from Kent's Jewelers

Main Street - Monmouth
(Located in Webster's Thriftway)

This Week's
Specials!

and PSU

Nancy Anderson and Conniet
Buckles-Pam Meyers.
The singles players for OCE
have been Judy Boyd, Heidi
Hatzell, Ginger Mischler and
Linda Anderson. Also competing
in doubles is the team Debbie
Bronkey-Terry Wilson.
The Wolvettes will host Por
tland State next Tuesday at 3:00
p.m. and Willamette next Friday,
at 3:30 p.m.
OCE's season will culminate in
the Northwest Women's SA meet
May 17 and 18 in Corvallis.

D & M BAKE SH0PPE

The OCE women's Softball
team lost a tough game to
Willamette recently by the score
of 11 to 9. OCE was outhit by 9 to
7, but made four fewer errors
than Willamette.
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Dry days have been few and far between for the OCE baseball
team, and when they come you can bet that the Wolf baseballers
will be taking advantage of them. This picture of pitcher Jim
Dillingham was taken before the recent spell of rainy weather
which has caused the cancellation of OCE's last eight scheduled
games. (Tim Johnson photo)

f
f

We ?lso.have complete watch
anc* jewelry repair service."

|Kent's Jewelers
c

I.

^50 Main - Independence
838-1544

::
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The Column
by TED GRIMSRUD
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OCE women's track team has gotten off to quite a successful start this season with victories
in two multi-team meets and a dual meet win over Oregon State last weekend. This is just one
of the many OCE victories thus far this season. Here, Beth Boehmer wins the 3,000 meter run in
OCE's first meet. (Tim Johnson photo)

OCE women win 2 meets
by CECILIA STILES

Battling not only rival teams,
but inclement weather as well,
the OCE Women's Track Team
predictably triumphed in meets
at Mt. Hood Community Colleghe
April 4 and at an Oregon State
University dual meet April 6.
Three new school records fell in
the first meet, helping OCE rack

up a total IO8V2 points, out
classing University of Oregon,
75V2; Portland State, 26; and
Southern Oregon College, 51.
Kathy Bryant took her second
consecutive win in the shot put
with a record throw of 40'5". Beth
Boehmer was also a repeat
winner from last week, setting a

Want ads
Needed: Students with enthusiasm,
patience, love, and a basic knowledge
of track and field to help prepare
mentally retarded children for the
1974 Oregon State Special Olympics.
If you have experience as a coach,
timer, or judge, or in working with
special children please contact Tim
Petshow at either 838-2656 (Mon
mouth) or 588 1732 (Shangri La School
in Salem).

TEACHERS WANTED: Entire West,
Midwest and South. Southwest
Teachers Agency, 1303 Central Ave.
N. E., Albuquerque, NM 87106.
Bonded. Licensed and Member NATA
"Our 28th year."

Help Wanted: $100.00 weekly possible
addressing mail for firms Full and
part time at home
Send stamped
self-addressed envelope to BLACO,
BOX 3135, C STATION No. 1, HILO,
HAWAII 96720.

For Rent: Need a female roommate to
share room in farmhouse. $20 a
month. 3 miles from Monmouth. Call
evenings 838 5128.

BIKINIS $7.75 UP. Ready made and
custom fit. We mail special orders.
ANDREA'S, both locations: 1036
Willamette and
2441 Hilyard,
EUGENE.
For Sale: Used RCA TV B/W table
model $30.00. Call 838 5967.

For Rent: 2 bedroom apts., fully car
peted, furnished, close to campus: 3rd
room for bedroom or study. Summer
rates $95, fall $120. Call 838 1412.

AFRICAN FABRIC SALE. 25 per cent
off to 40 per cent off on all African
fabric and Java "tapestry" panels.
ANDREA'S, 2441 Hilyard, EUGENE.
Personal: Got no place to go? Drop in at
the People Place. Rap a little or just
relax. Open evenings. North of
Swindel Hall. Phone to rap or for
information, 838-0042. Have a nice
day.

Electronic
Calculator

A BARGAIN
AT '89'
• Works on A/C or 5 Penlight batteries
• 'Automatic constant in multiplication & division
• Floating & fixed decimals
• Foolproof underflow system
• True algerbraic logic in all four calculations.

363-6773
April li,

1974

Well, Hank didn't waste much time. In only his third
game of the season, the Hammer blasted his second
home run and passed Babe Ruth as the all-time career
home run leader Monday night. And the crowd loved it.
A lot has been written about Aaron in the past few
years, and a lot more is sure to be written about him
now. People will be comparing him to Ruth and to the
other greats of the game. Aaron may or may not be the
best player ever. There is, of course no way to say for
sure. But one thing is pretty certain, no one has been
better for a longer period of time, and no one has been
better at 40 years of age than Aaron is right now.
Hank Aaron plans to retire at the end of this season,
which is too bad because he is right now possibly the
greatest drawing card the game has seen for a long
time. But I've always admired a great athlete who quits
while he's on top rather than continue playing and
embarrassing both himself and the sport which he is
playing. A couple of recent examples of this would be
be John Unitas and Willie Mays. My memories of those
two is not of themin their prime backin the 50's and 60's
but of thei r futile attempts to keep up in the 70's
And
I'm glad that Hank Aaron won't be remembered like
that.

++ +

record of 11:18.63 in the 3000
The area sportswriters are up in arms. Oregon State
meters.
has
cut otf financial aid to athletes in all sports except
The mile relay team of Marilyn
Bengston, Susan Hamilton, Ms. football, basketball, wrestling and track. The monster
Boehmer and Karen Lloyd broke has gotten out of control and now the little guy is paying
its own former record with a time for it. So now, the big four will just take care of itself.
of 4:38.74.
This doesn't mean that Oregon State is going to drop
Benita Lloyd proved to be the the other sports. It just means that no athletic
top individual place winner for scholarships will be given in them. So, naturally OSU
the OCE women. Ms. Lloyd took
will not be able to compete with the Big Time schools
blues in the 220 yard dash with a
like
Oregon and others inthe PAC-8. Instead they will
time of 27.07, and the 100 yard
dash with a time of 11.79. She was have to lower themselves to competing with the likes of
also on the first place 440 and 880 Linfield, Willamette and OCE. Except, of course inthe
relay teams.
big four. In those sports OSU will continue to compete
Other members of the 440 relay "on a national level."
team were Jeannie Zumwalt,
One thing which the cutback does, is weaken an
Karen Lloyd, and Sandy Herbert,
argument
in favor of Big Time athletics. One of the
who clocked in at 51.37. Other
members of the 880 medley relay reasons for pumping money into sports like football and
were Ms. Bengston, Ms. Herbert, basketball, the two big money makers, is that the return
and Karen Lloyd, who finished in from those two sports supports all the minor sports. So
1:59.78.
that was one justification for spending all that money.
Marsha Melvin repeated her By doing that, you're enabling many others to compete
last week win in the javelin, this
in the other sports. But now OSU can't say that.
time with a throw of 113'2". Ms.
It makes one wonder about Big Time sports when,
Beyer captured the high jump,
after charging fans $7 a shot to watch a football game, a
jumping 4'10".
Jeannie Zumwalt was the high school says "we're losing money."
individual place winner at the
OSU dual meet, which OCE won
74-46. She captured first in the
+++
long jump tying her own record of
16'8", and in the 200 meter hur
Track is one of the sports which wasn't cut back at
dles, at 32.74. Ms. Zumwalt was
also a member of the first place Oregon State. A main reason is that a beautiful new
400 meter relay team. Other track has been installed on the OSU campus and it was
members of the team were Karen apparently felt that cutting the track program would
Lloyd, Benita Lloyd, and Ms.
hardly justify the money spent on the new track.
Herbert.
Another reason could be that the Beavers have their
Several school records fell at
the meet. Ms. Bryant broke her finest track team in years. Five men who won their
shot put record of two days events last year in the PAC-8 meet return for the
previous, throwing 41'1". Kathy Beavers. One of those is high jumper Tom Woods, who is
Branton shattered the former possibly the second or third best high jumper in the
discus record with a throw of
world right now.
,„
119'8".
... f
One
thing
seems
certain,
and
that's
that
the Beavers
OCE women also captured first
have
a
better
team
than
Oregon
for
the
first
time in
in the 800 medley relay, checking
in at 1:55.86. Members of the years. If the two were to meet in a duel meet today, the
team were Ms. Bengston, Ms. Beavers would almost certainly score over 100 points.
Herbert, Benita Lloyd, and Joan
Oregon State's most exciting performer is Ethiopian
McClary. Ms. McClary also won miler Hailu Ebba. Ebba is already talking about run
the 400 meter event, with a time ning a 3:54 mile. No doubt he will approach ht mark
of 61.62.
The running events were barring injury as he has alread run a 3:58.8. The mile
dominated by OCE, but ac race in the NCAA meet is already shaping up as a
cording to Coach Rice the times classic with Ebba racing Paul Cummings of Brigham
cannot really be compared to the Young, who has run a 3:56.0 outdoors this season, and
standards at OCE because all Tony Waldrop of North Carolina, who ran seven
distances are in meters on the consecutive sub-four minute miles indoors this winter.
now OSU track.
And the Beavers have other NCAA contenders in
Ms Boehmer's time of 5:09.22
in the 1500 meters sewed up first Woods' fellow high jumper Mike FIeer, who finished
nlace as she outdistanced her first in the NCAA indoor meet this winter,17 foot pole
second place opponent from OSU vaulter Ed Lipscomb and defending P^"8 c*a,Tpi
bv eight seconds. She also Jim Judd in the javelin and Leonard Hill in the
dominated the 800 meters, with a
steeplechase.
pgge „
time of 2:35.12.

down the street
The Arioso Woodwind Quintet, featuring four Julliard School of
Music students on flute, oboe, bassoon and clarinet, and a New York
State Univ. student on french horn, will present a program in the
Music Hall Auditorium at 2:30 p.m. Thursday, April 11.

Chicano professor
U.S. Rep. candidate
mittees, is currently on Portland
mayor Neil Goldschmidt's Home
Town Plan, is a member of Salem
mayor Robert Lindsay's Ad
visory Committee for referral
services and the Salem Area
Human Relations Commission,
and is a member of the minorities
committee of the National
Education Association.
Ciddio says he will "represent
all of my constituents in the First
Congressional District on an
equitable and objective basis,
because many of the problems of
one are really the problems of
all."
The Monmouth-Independence
campaign chairman is Ms. Ernestina Lopez, a sophomore at
OCE. She may be reached at 8385089.

+++
Dennis Stread, a Newberg High School teacher, will be giving a
demonstration on arrowhead making Friday, April 12, at 9 a.m. in Ad
302. Dr. Kenneth Holmes arranged for the demonstration for his
Minority Groups in American History class and the public is invited to
attend.
4- + H~
The Monmouth Women's Collective will hold its monthly meeting on
Thursday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the Wallowa Room of the College
Center. All women, faculty, staff, students and community are invited
and urged to attend. Hope to see you there.

+++
ASOCE Senate applications for next year's senate positions will be
due Monday, April 15. For more information go to the Student
Government Offices in the College Center, or call 838-1220, ext. 295.

+++
The April 16 Natural Science-Mathematics Seminar will feature Dr.
David McCorkle in a talk "An Insect Helper in Pacific Northwest
Forests: The Autecology Of Johnson's Hair Streak." The seminar will
be held in NS 103 at 12 noon.
-b + +
The Barbara Webber Art Show will be in the College Center
Concourse April 16 through May 2. Japanese-style prints are Ms.
Webber's specialty.

+++
Attention all OSEA members! There will be an important meeting
Thursday, April 11 at 7:00 p.m. in the Deschutes Room of the College
Center. Please come!

+++
"The Gallery", a new shop to show and sell top quality hand-made
items, will be having its grand opening this Saturday, April 13, 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m. If you are interested in buying, selling or consignments call
623-4825 or stop by, just across the highway from the Polk County
Fairgrounds.

+++
Graduation regalia may be ordered at the bookstore from now until
May 1. Gowns, hoods, etc., complete units as low as $13.50, with rentals
available.

+ ++

Rafael Ciddio

car poolers
Rafael Pablo Ciddio y Abeyta,
Portland, announced his can
didacy for Oregon's First
Congressional District. The 38
year old Republican candidate
said he would campaign on a
broad range of issues centering
on the rights of human dignities.
A native of New Mexico, Ciddio
is now teaching at Colegio Cesar
Chavez, formerly Mt. Angel
College. He has served on numer
ous human relations committees,
was a representative to the White
House Council on Aging and
Youth in 1971 and 1972, was
formerly the Education Director
for the Valley Migrant League,
was on the staff of the United
States Catholic Conference of
Bishops in Washington, D. C.,
served on various Oregon
Governor's Advisory Com

The Referral Centers of Polk
County are continuing in their
efforts to coordinate car pools for
those people who commute to
work or school, but they need the
help of the people of the com
munity.
The Referral Centers have had
many calls from people whom
they have not yet been able to
match. They need volunteers to
offer these people rides. They
also have had calls from people
who have rides to offer.
The Centers want to encourage
everyone to get involved in the
carpool effort. They will attempt
to match callers with drivers of
riders going in the same direc
tion. This is a free public service.
In Independence call 838-0531,
and in Dallas call 623-8429.

behind TJhe Cue JSall

May Apple Review, the student literary publication, is soliciting
material for this spring's edition. Contributions may be sent to Mike
Eastman, editor, at SPO 234, College Center.

+++
ASOCE Meetings: Executive Board, Thursday 5 p.m. ASOCE
Workroom; Senate, Thursday, 7 p.m. NS 101; SEEK, Friday 9 p.m. CC
Coffee Shop; B.O.A., Monday 9:35 p.m. ASOCE Workroom; Financial
Board, Tuesday, 7 p.m. ASOCE Workroom; Social Board, Wednesday
6 p.m. ASOCE Workroom.

+ + •+•
OCE SPORTS SCENE: Friday, April 12 - Softball JV vs. Willamette
at Salem, 4 p.m.; Varsity vs. OSU at Corvallis, 2 p.m.; Baseball vs.,
SOC at Ashland,3 p.m.; Saturday, April 13 - Baseball vs. SOC at
Ashland, 10 a.m.; Track vs. SOC, at Ashland; Monday, April 15 Softball vs., U of O, at OCE, 4 p.m.; Tennis vs. Pacific U, at OCE, 2
p.m.; Tuesday, April 16 - Baseball vs. U of O, at Portland, 3 p.m.;
Wednesday, April 17 - Softball JV vs. George Fox, at t OCE, 4 p.m.;
Tennis vs. U of O, at Eugene, 3 p.m.

+++
OCE Flying Club will hold its weekly meeting this coming Wed
nesday evening at 7 p.m. in NS 101. Interested persons are urged to
attend. For more information call Wayne Embree at 838-5979.
+ 4-HOn Wednesday, April 24 at 10:00 a.m. the Monmouth Police Dent
will auction seven unclaimed bicycles that have come into their
possession. The auction will be held at citv hall and wni • 1 a
several impounded cars as well.
*
' "d WlU ,nclude
rk
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+++
Dr. Joseph Trainer, a well-known lecturer on human sexualitv will
be on campus starting April 23 for a series of talks. AlUectuSs are
tentatjve'y scheduied t0 be held in
theTollese
Q
Center beginning at 7:30 p.m. Trainer gave seveTv^ry successful
presentations on the subject at OCE last year.

CORRESPONDENCE

If you like pool you will love this course.
It will work miracles for you. It is designed to teach
you how to become an expert at this fascinating game.
It will improve your game 200% or more. This course
is designed for the beginner and the experienced play
ers.
It's designed for those of you who has a pool
table and those who don't. The course is in eight (8)
sessions all with illustrations and easy to follow
instructions. The eight (8) sessions are selecting your
cue, proper stance, stroke, straight in's, angles, rail
shots, bank shots, how to use english, drawing a ball,
how to break, patience, sportsmanship and much much
more... To my knowledge there has never been a com
plete course offered in this ever growing fascinating
game called pool. The complete course is yours for
only $24.95.
Mail to: BEHIND THE CUE BALL
Post Office Box 10308
Dallas, Texas 75207
0 Please send me

.copies of BEHINE
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each, I enclos.
check or money order.

0 Please send me
your tobacconist,
Dick Van Horne
fine imported pipes
mail order service

325 Court Street N E
phone 585-7600
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quality tobacco
blended in our shop
cigarette
tobaccos and papers

GET
A
FREE
5x7

County aids

+++
Anne Murray will be appearing at OCE on Tuesday, April 16 at 8:00
p.m. in the NPE Gymnasium. The top female vocalist in both Canada
and England, Anne has risen to fame with her hits "Snowbird,"
"Danny's Song," and recently "Love Song". Tickets are $3.00 for OCE
students, $3.50 for other students, and $4.00 for adults, and they are
available in the College. Center Office.
+ -h +
Career Awareness Conference will be held in the College Center
Concourse from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Thursday April 18, Dale Harp,
Director of the Campus Elementary School will be in charge. For
more information call 838-1220, ext. 228.

ptptso

copies of BEHINE
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each. I an
intere sted in being a distributor in the

~
"—
—
area
Please indicate the city, town, county o
state.
A representative of BEHIND THE
CUE BALL will contact you within 15 day
after we receive your order to explain how
you as a distributor can increase your incom
and have fun while doing it, with no invest
ment except for the course you purchasi
tor yourself.

From any
negative or
slide off
your choice
with every
roll off color
ffilm brought
in ffor
developing
to

Offer good in all
stores on rolls
brought in now
through April 20
GRESHAM
HOOD CENTER
Burnside
at Division
Next to Pay Less

666-7082
NEWBERG
514 EAST FIRST ST.
Next to JCPenney's

538-9453
MONMOUTH
207 WEST MAIN
Across from the
Cornerstore

838-3996
TIGARD
13050 S.W.
PACIFIC HWY.
Next to Fryer Tuck

639-6070
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